The Parish of St. John the Evangelist Newbury
Parochial Church Council Meeting held on Zoom on Thursday 18th November 2021 beginning at 7.00pm
Present:
The Revd. Gary Collins – Chair
The Revd. Julie Howell – Curate
David Oats and Alison Foulkes – Churchwardens
Kim Slade – Hon. Treasurer
Sam Brown – Hon. Secretary
Also in attendance:
Margaret Baker (MB), Melanie Brown (MAB), Ann Dixon, Heather Holloway, Stephen Kerry, Andrew
Kingston, Aeron Slade, Jennifer Wright (JW), Jeremy Wright (JPW)
1

Opening Prayer & Welcome

2

Apologies for Absence, Jennie Marwick-Evans

3
4

Correspondence & AOB AOB AF ramp request into the Lady Chapel,
Minutes of the previous meeting held on 16th September 2021.
The minutes were approved by the PCC with JW proposing and AK seconding.
Action: SB to arrange for AD and HH to have a hard copy of the minutes left in church for pick -up

5

Matters Arising from Previous Minutes. Actions from the previous minutes were reviewed.

6

Safeguarding Update. SK updated the PCC that KW from St Georges had advised that all the St Georges PCC had
been DBS checked. He further updated the PCC on the role categories that needed to be DBS checked. AS
confirmed that some members of the congregations do help with the children, so the position needs to be clear.
SK updated the PCC on the process which costs £23 and request driving licence, passport and processed online.
Fr Gary advised that Churchwardens do need to be DBS checked. The PCC discussed this, and AF advised that
she has been checked via St Johns school. MB asked if the applications are individual or via the organisation, SK
advised its individual. MAB (who has been recently DBS checked again) updated that the school does not get
charged for volunteers. AS updated that the individual may not be charged but behind the scenes the relevant
organisations may have to fund. Revd Julie pointed out that DBS checks are to protect vulnerable adults as well.
SK will further investigate including whether the existing DBS checks that some members of the PCC have can be
transferable. Fr Gary suggested SK engage with The Diocese. Fr Gary asked, and it was confirmed, that no
safeguarding issues have been reported.
Action – SK will source information on the DBS process from the Diocese and report back

7

H&S Update. JW confirmed that due to increase in Hall lettings a heat alarm will be sourced for the kitchen and
an additional accident report book has already been sourced. With the emergency lighting on the spiral stairs,
and the alarm, the cost is quoted as £696, and a quote has been provided to KS. AS asked for more detail on the
emergency lighting and DO updated the PCC. Revd. Gary thanked JW and Revd. Julie for their continued efforts.
Financial Report. KS updated the PCC and asked if there were any questions on the financial information
distributed. KS updated the PCC that forecast year end is a deficit of nearly £25k. This includes works for electrics,
electrical inspections, chairs, signs, handrails, footpath changes, iCAP Phase 3 and QS payment, totalling approx.
£18k. The 2022 budget includes a £12k payback to the PCC from iCAP and assumes iCAP starts in January 2022.
Giving is forecast to be lower than pre-covid levels, with room rates back up to pre-covid and no major breakages
have been forecast. For next year, income is expected to be in the region of £96k with outgoings of approx. £88k
(provided no additional new spending outside of the forecast is identified). Within the forecast is an expectation
of a drawdown from the C&C Easy Access Savings and £10k drawdown from Kath Gibbs legacy. KS outlined why
it was still necessary to drawdown despite forecasting a surplus. KS reminded the PCC of the two projects on the

8
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Good Exchange and requested supporting the Chairs and Handrails as this is moving forward more slowly than
the Essential Running Costs. KS requested that for next year, only items forecast should be included in the budget
for next year. DO updated that we have a new tenant for the Newtown Road cottage and at an increased rent.
Fr Gary queried the Parish Share forecast and KS responded that she believed it is remaining as is, and this is
reflected in the forecast. AK asked if Christmas lights had been budgeted for next year, and KS confirmed. KS
asked AF to provide details of the Lady Chapel ramp required, this was discussed in AOB (see below).
9

Vicar’s Report Revd Gary updated the PCC that we have emerged from lockdown and are now trying to live with
Covid. Several challenges are still ahead of us. New ventures are being considered, Cop26 bell ringing (KS and
AS) was a great success and we have opened environmental discussions with the local community but that has
not necessary translated into additional attendees. Revd Gary reported that more needs to be done but with a
small congregation only limited hours are available. It is increasingly obvious that we need to have something
that will appeal to young families and children, we will need to have more all-age services, and working on
alternative services appropriate for young people. Revd Gary did indicate that compared with some other
churches it is encouraging that St Johns is emerging into our new future with a strong congregation but it’s clear
that people are accessing services in different ways. We should focus on not returning to normal (pre-Covid) but
take the chance to innovate as we can.

10

Progress Update at St. John’s. Maintenance and use of church
• iCap – AK updated that the Quantity Surveyor report (with some updates) is now presenting a forecast that
feels more realistic. The iCap meeting next week will review the document before reporting back and then
we will start fund raising. Revd. Gary thanked AK for his efforts and the discussion was focussed on a start
of 29th January for fundraising, including a launch concert. AK asked the PCC to encourage any ideas to
support the fundraising efforts.
• Hand-rails - DO advised that the good news is that these should be fitted during December.
• Chairs - & Funding – KS updated that 50% has been raised so an order will now be raised. MB asked for
clarification over the chair model/type and fabric being ordered. Fr Gary confirmed that the Diocese guided
the approach, and this advice is being followed.
• Notice boards – these are now in place and the response has been very positive.
• Footpath widening (designated protected footpath) – This starts in the next couple of weeks (contractors are
onsite).
Greening St John’s Revd Julie updated that applications have been made for a green audit and the diocese have
acknowledged and they are seeking to share the visit to this area with another church to reduce the cost. St
Johns have now registered with ECO Church, and we will be working on that soon (expected that we could apply
for a bronze award possibly in February next year). Revd Julie updated on recent activities including the St Nicolas
event. Fr Gary updated he has approached Jeremy Gorbold at St George’s to identify how we could encourage
ideas and further conversations in the church garden. SK also indicated that the Greening Group is looking at
investigating the possibility of a future boiler replacement, In line with the results of the Green Audit. AD asked
if anyone saw the Tesco wildflower roundabout and wondered if this could be emulated. JW, MB AD all
contributed to the discussion on the most effective approach to seeding wildflowers. Revd Gary suggested
contact with the council who are managing City Parks. MB updated she has a large packet of wildflower seeds
which she can donate to the church.
Action – Revd Gary will contact the council department managing City Parks for Wildflower advice.

11

12

Christmas
•
Tree Festival & Raffle, (rotas etc) – Fr Gary updated the PCC that the Tree Festival planning is progressing.
JW updated we have 20 trees to be dressed which is good news, with the thought we may even reach 30.
Revd Gary is in discussions with both the Co-op and Tesco regarding donations for the raffle. JW suggested
that PCC members each contribute a single item for a star prize hamper. AS offered (and modelled on the
call!) a F&M hamper basket. AS updated that a rota will be prepared shortly (starting a week on Sunday).
JW updated that Olive Maines will bring the recorder group on the first Friday. MB also offered her support.
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•

•

•

Services & Events. Revd Gary updated the PCC that all Christmas services are now published (including
Midnight Mass). DO asked that the fundraising events (the Organ recital, the piano recital, and the
Cromwell Singers) are all promoted and encouraged. Fr Gary advised we will be advertising on social media.
AK suggested a combined flyer, he and Revd Julie offered with a leaflet drop. DO will produce a combined
flyer. AD asked if the concerts are being posted at St Georges. JW asked if the Mayor will be attending the
Carol Concert, DO to ask him. The High Sheriff will be attending the Benefice carol service (19th Dec 4pm).
Lights – Revd Gary updated that the plan is to illuminate the church for two nights, the 19 th and the 24th.
Expectation is for an approx. £300 cost. AK updated that i-CAP architects fees invoice won’t be in this year
so this could help offset the cost. AD asked whether it was worth asking New Era theatre. The PCC
unanimously approved the funding for the church illumination which will proceed as discussed.
Cards. Revd Gary updated that Christmas Cards will be (as last year), sourced from MAB at www.yellowbee.co.uk

Actions – DO producing a combined concert leaflet. AK and Revd Julie to organise a leaflet drop
13

Living in Love and Faith – Revd Gary updated he wants us to be an inclusive church, but he asked for ideas as to
how we have this conversation with our congregation as we further explore this topic. Fr Gary suggested we
could undertake a lent film club.

14

St John’s School Connection. Revd Gary updated that the schools are now successfully federated, and a new logo
is being chosen from a competition. The federation is working well, and Revd Julie, Revd Gary and other members
of the PCC are supporting with assemblies and other facets of school life.
Covid Safety & Singing in Church – Revd Gary updated we are still singing with masks on, and he sought the PCCs
view on whether this should change. SK advised its very hard to sing with masks on and given the vaccination
level should we be able to sing without mask? DO replied that some masks work better for singing than others.
MB suggested the plastic inserts (small cage) that holds the fabric away from the face, works and is cheap. DO
updated that the 3 hymns works well and that the Choir could start singing some of the settings. MB updated
that LFTs are taken by members of the Choir. JPW suggested the Covid infection figures are still moving in the
wrong direction. AK updated that case in schools are rising. JW asked whether masks are expected to be worn
for the Christmas Tree festival? DO updated that we are moving into the winter and the infection rate is of
concern. MB suggested we should remind people to wear masks. AF indicated that organisations are asking
people to wear masks. Fr Gary agreed we should make notices clearer to request mask wearing. The Crib service
will be ticketed (via Eventbrite) and limited to safe numbers and Revd Gary suggested we may need to do that
for Midnight Mass also. Revd Gary suggested that we keep as is and encourage people to still wear masks.
Action – Revd Gary, notices should encourage mask wearing

15

15

Any other relevant business - AF provided an update on the request for a portable ramp to enable accesses to
the Lady Chapel (it was raised at last Tuesday’s service). Fr Gary has been using his own ramp and the proposal
is to purchase a portable ramp for the Lady Chapel (hopefully no more than £300). Fr Gary supported and DO
suggest we vote. This was proposed by DO and secondary by JW. KS asked when services would be starting again
for the Argyles nursing home. Fr Gary has asked whether Argyles would like a form of collective worship. JW
advised they will be dressing one of our Christmas trees. Fr Gary will be speaking to Argyles again tomorrow to
check how they wish to proceed.
Action – Revd Gary, purchase of portable ramp

16

Benefice Expansion update – Revd Gary reminded the PCC that the meeting to discuss the potential expansion
of the benefice will be held next Saturday (27th). MB and AF updated that they could not attend. JW asked if
voting were available on zoom (Revd Gary confirmed). KS asked that if there will be a vote, what is the criteria
and threshold for voting. DO supported a request that a pack of information be provided prior to the meeting
for the PCCs to review, including guidance for those voting. Revd Gary updated that he believes some briefing
information is expected to be sent through and distributed prior to the meeting.

Closing Benediction (meeting closed at 21:05)
Date and time of next meetings: SFC 27.01.22 (7pm) PCC 03.02.22 (7pm)
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